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SERVIÇO PÚBLICO FEDERAL 

BRAZILIAN AIRWORTHINESS 
DIRECTIVE 

(EMERGENCY) 

DEPARTAMENTO DE AVIAÇÃO CIVIL 
EFFECTIVE DATE: 

22 Sep. 2005 

EAD No.: 

2005-09-02 

The following Emergency Airworthiness Directive (EAD), issued by the Departamento de Aviação Civil 
(DAC) in accordance with provisions of Chapter IV, Title III of Código Brasileiro de Aeronáutica - Law No. 
7,565 dated 19 December 1986 - and Regulamento Brasileiro de Homologação Aeronáutica (RBHA) 39, applies 
to all aircraft registered in the Registro Aeronáutico Brasileiro.  No person may operate an aircraft to 
which this EAD applies, unless it has previously complied with the requirements established herein. 

EAD No. 2005-09-02 - EMBRAER - Amendment 39-1093. 

APPLICABILITY:  This Emergency Airworthiness Directive is applicable to 
all Embraer EMB-145( ) and EMB-135( ) aircraft models in operation. 

CANCELLATION / REVISION:  Not applicable. 

REASON:  It has been found, after reports of rudder vibration, the occurrence of 
wear in the rudder-II attachment flange bushings that progressed over the rudder-II upper, 
intermediate, and lower hinge fittings, and also the occurrence of excessive freeplay on the 
rudder-II lower control rod clevis end-to-rod attachment.  The failure of multiple hinges can 
result in flutter on the rudder II and subsequent structural failure.  The failure of the control rods 
can result in jamming of the rudder II. 

Since this condition may occur in other airplanes of the same type and affects 
flight safety, an immediate corrective action is required.  Thus, sufficient reason exists to 
request compliance with this EAD in the indicated time limit without prior notice. 

REQUIRED ACTION:  Inspection and modification of the rudder II skin, 
hinge fittings attachment fasteners and control rods. 

COMPLIANCE:
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PART III  - For aircraft that, after the effective date of this EAD, have a report of vibration 
from the tail section or rudder pedals, perform the detailed visual inspection of the 
rudder-II skin, attachment fittings and control rods, looking for cracks, loose parts, 
wear or damage, as required at PART I above within the next 20 flight hours or 20 
flight cycles, whichever is shorter. 

PART IV -  Repeat the inspection required by PARTS I, II or III above at intervals no longer 
than 2500 fight hours. 

The detailed instructions and procedures to accomplish this EAD are described 
in the Embraer Service Bulletins Nos. 145-55-A036 Rev. 1, 145LEG-55-A010, original issue, 
145-55-0034, original issue, 145-55-0035, original issue, 145LEG-55-0008, original issue, or 
145LEG-55-0009, original issue or further revisions approved by the CTA. 

Record compliance with this EAD in the applicable maintenance log book. 

CONTACT:  For additional information, please contact CTA-IFI-CAvC,  
P.O. Box 6001, 12231-970 - São José dos Campos-SP, Brazil,  telephone:  55 (12) 3947-5179,  
fax:  55 (12) 3941-4766,  e-mail:  pds@ifi.cta.br. 

APPROVAL:
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